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PRBCURSORS OF NATIOt.lfALISi•l 

class and colonialism 

In the previous ·chapter \ve have sought to draw attention 

to the relationship between class and nationalism. We hav~ also 

referred to the objective and subjective developments in a colo-

nial situation as the determinants of the nature of key elei."Gents 

or th0 class character of the vanguard. It should be r'easonable 

to assurr~ that pre-colonial Bengal and colonial Bengal differed 

from eachother both objectively and subjectively, and, therefore, 

in terms ofjth~ir class character. However, before \ie look at the 

class aspect of tbe colonial situation let us state more specifi-

cally what is meant by class in this context • 

. class is understood here in terms of possession: a class 

is taken to consist of those tvho stand in the same relation of 

ownership or non-ownership of productive land and/or capital. vie 

do not resort to sorr~what looser conc~pt of ~lass defined simply 

in terms of ·the rich and th~ poor for at least three difficul·ties 

associated with such formulation, viz., (1) the variation in the· 

meaning of richness from time to time and from place to place, 

(2) possession of 'wealth does not automatically, indicate the means 

of acquiring the same, and (3) the use of wealth may not he 

understood authenticaJ.ly. Besides this objective aspect of class. 

there is also the sub~)ective dimension of class relationship. 

subjectively, a class refers to the element of awareness among the 
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members of a class of its • true' interest. This a\>Jareness is 

vital in transforming a 'class in itself 1 into a 'class for 

itself', in giving a class a unity of purpose in its struggle 

for the removal of oppression. However, in a colonial situation, 

especially in Bengal, a pure class analysis would be difficult, 

if not impossible. The persistence of pre-industrial tradi·!:ion 

was particularly manifest. in the Indian popular movements 't..J"hich 

oft.en fell back on sectional, and often on divisiv€\ties of 

kinship, region, caste or religion. Though at times these had a 

congruence \-lith a class strong enough to enable the articulation 

of interests and demands, these often out .:~cross or blurred the 

class differences. Because of this asy;r.,11etry in the relationship 

of class and trc-,ditional factors He may adopt a some-tvhat restric-

ted usa of class categories. Hhile we may pitch our analysis on 

the objective :tevel of class relationship to understand the 

relationship b~tween a colonial poHer and a subjugated society 

with little rm..:ttual understanding of each others social universe. 

we should be prepar0d to base our analysis on the interplay of 

class, caste and communal consciousness all of tv-hich influenced 

~ 1 . l' ·, 1 ·-'1 • 1 aeve opment:s \il.t 11n tnt? co on~<.u. settJ.ng. 

TherG are two well'q'pposed views on the contemporary 

socio-economic history cf India. The first is represented by 

scholars vJho believe in the gradual breaking down of feudalism in 

India and the emergence. in one form or another, of the capitalist 
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. . lA 
elem~nts during the seventeenth and e~ghteenth centur~es. The 

other view is represented by scholars who either deny the 

emergence of such rudiments of capitalism or consider that these 

were so fe\-J that they could be ignored. 2 Recent researches on the 

Sannya.sis and Fakirs, and, if one likes, the Sannyasis or Fakirs 

who rebelled against the East India company in the sixties of the 

eighteenth century furnish important clues to the class aspect of 

pre-colonial situation. Dr. B~P. Misra has produced sufficient 

evidence to prove that the sannyasis and Fakirs comprised a major 

trading comrounity that resisted unsuccessfully the British-en

croachment on their field. 3 'l'he most important evidence cited by 

Dr. Misra was G.H. Barlow's report to the Governor General in 1787 

about the trade and coinage of Benaras .. 4 Barlow wrote: "The Prin-

cipal merchants who trade from Bengal ·co 'the Deccan are called 

sunnasees, a religious sect remarkable for their wealth and for 

their integrity in all commercial transactions • 11 Barlovl further 

observed: "••• the Sunnasees carried on a v~ry considerable trade 

to Nepal in the piece-goods of Bengal, in return for which they 

annually imported gold bullion to the amount of four or five 

lakhs of rupees" rsrc_7. 

The fact that native trading assumed international dimen-

sian becomes evident by the activities of a Dasnami ascetic named 

Puran Gir \vho travelled \.fidely throughout the globe on pilgrimage. 

He mentioned specifically of 'Hindu' coiTmercial and religious 



establishments in Nalay, Isle of .Kharak, Bassarah, Nuscut, 

5 Ballah, t"lecca and Astrakhan. The extensive researches of the 

Russian scholars into the economic niatory of India during t:he 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries have already proved that 

the Indians had r~markable trade connections during this period 

in many places of Central Asia and Persia. extending far up to 

. 6 RussJ.a. 
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The evidence of considerable trading capital and a class 

of native merchants revealed an important objective contradiction 

wi·th the British r·lercantilism represented by the East India Corn-

pany in India. There occurred a series of clashes bett.Veen the two 

rival classes of traders which have been serialised by Dr. Nisra 

as follows 7 : 

1.. warren Hastings recorded in his note in 1763 that 11 some-

timE> ago a large body of Fakir infesting the country about Backer-

gu.nge surrounded fJ1r. .Kelly, my agent and put him in danger of life. 

••• the Fakir have since quitted the country." 

2. In the same year. a band of Fakirs attacked the Dacca 

factory. They kept the factory under their occupation till December 

1763 when it was recaptured after a heavy fight waged against them. 

3. A factory at Rangpur Boalia in Rajshahi town was plundered 

in the same year by the sannyasis when Nr. Bennet was in charge of 

the factory. 

4. In 1764, the factory at Rampur Boalia was again attacked 

and plundered. 
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5. From 1766 onwards a pnrty of sannyasis in collaboration 

with the Bhutias fought to ins·t:all their own nominee to the 

coochbehar throne against the English v:ho wanted otherwise. 

6. In the same year, I•lr. I·r.yrtle, an English official engaged 

by the Company in the fir ·trade was killed along with his men by 

the Sannyasis and Fakirs in the neighbourhood of r·lorung near the 

frontier of Nepal. 

A case study of the English factory at £YJalda between 1757 

and 1883 by Anandagopal Ghosh showed further instances of such 

conflicts. 8 Thomas Henchman. the Resident of Malda, reported in 

r .. 'lay 1771 that frequent robberies were committed by the dacoits 

in the villages where the weavers w0rking for the factory residedo 

The weavers complained that their clothes were torn from the looms 

and their houses plundered by the dacoits. Further instances of 

this nature confirmed that the Sannyasis and Pakirs would not 

allow the trade of the English to be carried on peacefully, the 

major targets of attack being .the Company's business establishments 

as before. This action (or Reactio:n?) on the part of the Sannyasis 

was prompted by the identity of their goal with that o£ the East 

India Company. The Sannyasis - Fakirs had trading interests and 

therefore they disturbed and challenged the British who were mono

polie.ing and usurping all trading rights to themselves. 

Mercantilism 

It is interesting to note how this aspect of class antago

nism differed from a new alignr~nt of class ferces. The new align-



ment called for active collaboration of a section of a native 

population \lith the British mercantile interest. Initially the 

attitude ofthe East India company was wholly comrnercia.l. 'l'he 

company traded in India before it controlled much territory and 

it -v1as concerned mainly \·lith ma.."k:.ing profits from the sale of 

Indian manufactures and luxuries in the European market. 'I·he 

company shipped bullion to India, encouraged Indian manufacturing 
4 u 

and purchased Indian finished goods for sale J..n Europe. It was 

quite indifferent about promoting the sale of British goods in 

India. Its trade was conducted for the advantage of its stock

holders, no·t for the Empire, or for the British nation." 9 After 

the conquest of Bengal the East India Company brought under its 

control ·the wholesale trade and to a certain extent also the 

retail trade within Bengal, in addi·tion to the rnonopoly of foreign 

trade which it already possessed.10 The Br.itishers resorted to 

non-economic coercion, method of debt-slavery and the like. They 

sought the help of the agen·ts, middlemen and the baniyas who 

willing-ly followed an econozuic rank path. Thus mercantilism 

directly contributed to the creation of a ne\v alignment of class 

forces. rank-conceding and collaborationist, that was objectively 

as well as subjectively different from the power conceding rest 

of the native society. Thus British mercantilism created the 

objective contradiction between a power conceding native elite 

closer to the masses and the rank conceding section of native 

elite comprising the baniyas, mutsuddis and agents that \vas 

gradually 1:-eing alienated from the rest of the society. However. 
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the actual configurations remained rather obscure till the demand 

for free-trade was pressed upon and a pre-meditated agrarian 

policy carne into operation. 

Liberal Imperialism 

After the loss of American colonies in 1776 India became 

the centre of interest of the British ruling class. Monopoly 

trading and maximising the profit no longer remained the primarily 

important goals. But then the question of empire-building came in. 

In factg the imperial sentiment was ir~iplicitly accepted by Burke 

and cumming who made very eloquent appeals for the preservation 

of Indian culture and constitution. Never did they e;,{pressly 

advocate that the British withd~w from India.11 

Another trend was developing in England. Nercantili.sm 

which was responsible for the substantial accumulation of merchant 

capital created the base for the industriai revolution. But soon 

it began to face a challenge from the emerging industrial inte-

restso The investment policy of the East India company is very 

well illustrated in the letters from its court of Directors. In 

1782 ~he Calico printers put pressure upon the Directors to 

prohibit the importatio .. 1 of printed goods from Bengal. Export of 

. . . 12 . 
musll.ns to Ind~a started l.n 1783.- Th~s was the immediate 

expression of the Industrial revolution. The inb:::rest of the indus-

trialists was to make the colony a raw material producing appendage. 

11 Development of colonies as markets and as sources of tropical raw 
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materials, under the stimulus of Britain's industrial dev0loprnent 

and capital accumulation, thus becarr.e the setting for a new 

dimension of imperialism, a combination of imperialism with 

the policy of laissez faire and, free trade, ---- a species termed 

liberal imperialism.n13 British interests now could be specified 

as follows : (1) consolidation of its imperial position in India, 

(2) making of India a raw material producing appendage. and (3) 

transformat:ion of India into a consumer of British products. 

The highly efficient mechanism for fulfilling these 

interests was the British policy of Permanent Settlernent. The 

British interest in the consolidation of its rule called for a 

social basis. This could be met by mellowing down the resistance 

posed by the traditional landlords and introducing in its place 

a ne\·1 class of revenue-collectors dependent on the Company. Perma

nent Settlement proved successful on this count. As a result of 

the agrarian policy of the East India Company, there emerged a 

class of land-speculators and grain merchants replacing the tradi-

tional members of these professions and representing a wider arena 

of commercial and economic interaction. This also involved the 

upper strata of society who bad been traditionally aloof from 

such activities., .. · 

The Permanent Settlement proved hig}lly successful in the 

consolidation of British Revenue collection. He can havt> the idea 

of th0 rate of revenue increase from the following table11 
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Regime(ofl Period Amount of Revenue 
(in Rs.) 

(A) Todarmal 1582 106'93 lakh 

(B) suza Khan 1782 142'46 lakhs 

(C) East India company 1790 220'00 lakh 

From (A) to (B), in 146 years. only an increase of 35'53 

lakh was made in which 14'36 lakh has been taken into account for 

the new estates. \-Jhile in only 62 years an increase of 77' 54 lakh 

was made. This was indeed a very high return. 

'Ihe amazing thing about the operation of Permanent Settle-

ment H~s the way in Hhich it. could make land an extremely covetable 

asset while securing a high rate of revenue return from it. By 

directing existing capital resources away fro~n manufacture or from 

th.e possibility of its use for manufacture to agricultural channel 

the British fulfilled the b..ro related interests of making India a 

rav material producing appendage and of conve:t·ting it into a 

consumer of British finished goods. The growing prospect of profit 

from landed assets and the prestige normally associated wi·t.h the 

same in a traditional society, which was made ev.:~n more lucrative 

by the British policy of bestowing titles on the landholders, 

allured the upper strata of the villagers and native businessmen 

into many unproductive life styles. l•'or instance. Kanta Babu, the 

businessman of silk, became happy ~-dth the estates of Kasimbazar. 15 
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The fabulously rich r~laharaja Nabakrishna gave up business after 

get·ting estates from Hastings. •rhus, the very nature of Zarnindari 

property led inevitably to extrerre subordination of usufructuary 

interests to tributary privileges, a state of things throughly 

inimical to the advance of the productive economy. •rhe base of 

the productive econorfiy was further knocked down by the practice 

of sub-infeudation. "One of the social. results of sub-infeudation 

has been the impetus to the increase of a middle class in a country 

possessing little or no manufacturing industry.u16 'l'hus we find 

that ·the new alignment of class forces in the days of mercantilism 

\vas follo\"ed by a. widening of collaboration in the days of liberal 

imperialism. The class aspect of social oasis of the British rule 

underwent minor changes follc\·ling changes in the agrarian policy 

in the second half of the nineteenth cen·tury when the govermnent 

e>ttended protection to the occupancy ryots. ~Je would take up this 

issue later. t-~eanwhile it may be noted that the collaborationist 

strategy could not really produce any concrete benefits to the 

collaborating class: for, the British al\<Jays had the upper hand. 

The British supplied money while purchasing cheap ra\-r-rnaterials 

but also pumped the money out in the form of land revenue. 11 By 

sending plenty of money to India in e:xchang~H for cheap commodities 

which could be sold for a high price in Europe the British had 

facilitated the collection of land revenue in cash instead of in 

kind in India." 17 This was highly prejudicial to the prospect of 

native capital accumulatio1.1 through such collaboration \·dt:h the 

British capital. 



The opening up of India to free international trade was 

certainly a major achievement but ·the benefits were far from 

mutual. 'l'he British gained most from the trade, Indian middlemen 

also derived a moderate share of profit from it but the shell of 

the Indian peasant economy \·.ras cracked by the pincer movement of 

the land revenue· demand of the government and the supply of credit 

by traders and money-lenders. There was much tru·th iu \-..rhat '"as 

observed by Joan Robinson: ..... they (The Classicists) were 

arguing against the narrow nationalism of mercantilists in favour 

of a more far-sighted policy, but they \vere in favour of free trade 

because it: \>/as good for Great Britain, not because it \ .... as. gdod 

for the world." 18 In.fact, the free trade became complementary to 

the policy of Permanent settlement. While native capital \vas 

rushed to land under the Permanent Settlement the produce from 

land \vas mostly transferred abroad under the pretence of free 

tradB. The doctrine of comparative advantage of free trade was 

used to justify a policy of •ruralisation' or 'Rustication• as 

r.~.G. Ranade aptly called it •19 
In earlier times the urban centres 

of the interior of the country had been very important. Now under 

the British .rule the \vhole interior of the country became "rnofussi-

lisE~d" and tb,e big ports emerged as the capital cities. so the 

grot .... in9 symbiotic relationship between this section of the native 

elite and l:he British under Permanent SettJ.ement and Free-trade 

systems contributed to the advancement of the former on an economic 

rank p0th but: this could scarcely have laid the foundation for a 

native bourgeois economy. Instead, the native elite Has increa-
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singly committed to a pseudo-bourgeois existence in a colonial 

peripheral economy. But we will later have the occasfion to 

note in the proto-nationa\15t; model, that they had, if at all, 

only a vague awareness of their real position. 

It is necessary to grasp the full significance of these 

changes in the class alignments vis-a-vis those who stood at the 

other end., viz., the peasants, artisans and petty manufacturers 

\vho constituted a class in itself. N~ither under the Muslim rule 

nor under the Bri·tish mercantilism they had a comfortable position 

in the economy. But liberal imperialism made the contradiction 

even more o.cute. The symbiosis t-Thich we noted earlier took the 

fo:r:m of a synergistic action for the power conceding population. 

The amount of adverse pressure that \·Jas put: on this wretched 

class by the partners in the syrr~iosis far exceeded any that 

could be brought on to to be borne by any or both of the partners 

separately. Thus, with all its lirnita·tiona the symbiosis ..,1as 

profitable to the rank conceding elite but f•:Jr ·the larger part 

of the population it proved to be synergistic, that too, nega

tively. 

The stratification of Indian society in general and of 

Bengal in particular which emerged as a consequence.of.British 

rule can be described in the following terms. 'I'here were a small 

group of landed magnates and a class of prosperous traders whose 

assets and influence were rapidly declining. There was a class 

of people, investing in and buying control over land, who took 
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little interest in its productive capacity. They imitated the 

British life style but allowed the ~conomic productivity to 

remain as the privilege of the Brit:ish bourgeoisie• The educa

tional system transplanted by the British was tailored to the 

needs of the colonial administration and i·t aided the process of 

false imitation. By all cri·te:t·ia, then, it was a pseudo-bourgeois 

class. salaried employees and members of the professions objec

tively formed a different class but not subjectively. This class 

was partly linl(ed with the upper strata of the protected tenants 

and rich p3asants which dominated the countryside.and finally, 

there \qas a small industrial prolet.ariatf- and a large mass of 

dependent agricul·tural labourers and share-croppers. Obviously 

such clear lines of demarcation were often blurred by other 

sociological, religious. regional, caste ar1d comrTiunal identiti~s. 

sometimes this sort of overlapping r(?sulted from the circumstances 

of nationalist struggle and sometimes it was d0liberately brought 

about. Th!l? process will be understood as and when He will study 

the genesis, \.Jeaknesses and continuities of the models of nationa

lism in Ben9al• 

Anti-colonial Responses 

From the class aspect of colonialism our inquiry goes 

into those aspects o£ movernents and ideas tha·t challenged the 

class alignments of colonialism. To one such move£t1ent •che 

sannyasi Rebellion, --- we havP. already referred. The first of 

the two other movements h·as the Vlahabi Rebellion in .1.831 and ·the 
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Faraezi Rebellion in Eastern Bengal. both outcomes of the ruin 

of the ryots. The second was somewhat later in 1855-57. the Santal 

Insurrection. The fact that we ignore the timings of these tt.;o 

movements by lumping them together calls for a little explanation. 

should these movements be regarded as nationalist there is little 

point in ignoring the time sequence, or the historical circums-

tances of each event. But when we think in class terms the histo-

rical record falls in·to a pattern that can hardly .be treated as 

nationalist. But before t<i'e elaborate upon this point .le·t us have 

a brief look at how they emerg-ed. 

The Sannyasi and Fakir Rebellion had spread mainly over 

the areas in :North Bengal during the early years of colonisation 

of India by the Bast India company. A shade of contemporary 

opinion regards this movewent as the first peasant revolt during 

the British rule i.n India. The sannyasis according to this vie\v 

had settled by and large on la.'1d during the time of rebellion and 

they themselves were the impoverished and exploited r.f8asantry. 20 

A slightly different version was given by Ibne Karim and Ebadat 

Hussein who have recently characterised ·the Sarmyasi and Fakir 

Rebellion as the first national struggle against imperialism waged 

under the lead~rship of thA na.tional bourge·oisie who rulJ.ied the 

d ' " b 0 .!l .L." M 21 peasants an HOrKe:t·s .De. :t.:Ou t.new. 

As we noted earlier the Sannyasis and Fakirs were a trad-

ing community. But opposition by a native trading comnunity to the 

Dritish trading community could not seriously be taken as a natio-
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nalist movement. The movement could be regarded as na·tionalist 

had the sannyasis evolved any alternative political organisation 

or engaged. in vertical mobilisation of the masses \-Jhich they did 

not. 22 still the Rebellion could be regarded as nationalist if 

i·t was a peasant movement led by the sannyasis and :t"'akirs., 

Evidence shows that ·the sannyasis ~rere not settled people and as 

such, the movement could not be a localised peasant affair. The 

obvious trading connection belies its peasant character. Not only 

the Sannyasis were not peasants but the Rebellion was not a case 

of Sannyasis leading peasants, too. There have been instances of 

popular involvement among the Sannyasis but Hassings himself 

referred to the collusion of zamindars with the Sannyasis who were 

otherwise regarded as tbe class-enemy of the peasants. 23 The main 

targets of attack during the Rebellion were English factories, 

their agents and native Gomostass, - neither the Zamindars nor the 

revenue collecting establish111ents maintained by them. This hardly 

fits in \vith the requirement of a peasant-revolt hypothesis. The 

moveu~nt was doubtless anti-colonial but this was anticolonialism 

in a limited sense of anti-trading activities of the East India 

company. Neither did the Sannyasis and Fakirs claim to represent 

the masses through vertical mobilisation ·nor did they consider 

nation as the chief definer of nED's identityo let alone'consider

ing a sovereign state as a necessity. We cannot even regard it as 

a protonationalist movement since'we have no knowledge of whether 

they ever used appeals of language, culture, religion and similar 

factors to distinguish themselves. History has no room for the 



merely probable or possible: all it permits the historian to 

assert what the evidence before him permits him to assert. 

The Wahabi Rebellion in 1831 in Bengal 1.-.ras led by Titu 

Mir (1786-1831) and the Faraezi Rebellion in Eastern Bengal was 

· led by Hazi Shariathullah and. his san Dudu-Niyan. These w·ere both 

the outcomes of the ruin of the ryots and the opposition of the 

Muslim intelligentsia to the British rule. The moven~nts, there-

fore, took a religious colour and these were directed towards 

purifying Islam .. As far as the ryots' interHsts were concerned 

the movements came also to acquire economic and political pro-

gr am..'11es. 

In the agrarian sphere the Wahabi and Faraezi movements 

stood for defending the socio-economic interests of the peasantry 

against the Zamindars and the European Indigo Planters. 24 The 

Faraezia not only resisted successfully the levy of all extra and 

illegal cesses by the Za."1lindars and landholders but with equal 

ability their land rent too. ri'hey proclaimed that land belonged 

to the 'tillers of the soil.' "Thus they directed their movements 

against the Zamindari system." 25 Hunter therefore did not hesitate 

to call it" an infuriated peasant rising." 

The significant aspect of Wahabi and Earaezi movei't'9nts 

was the religious idiom used. The n~mbers of the Wahabi sect carre 

to separate themselves from the bulk of the Huslim population of 

the country by distinctions of dre~s and appearanc~. They shav0d 

their heads but allowed. their beards to grow. •rhey refused also 

to eat: or join any social function generally with any but their 
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own nymbers. The ceremonies of the Mohurram, those pe~forrued at 

·stated periods after the death of relatives, the-customary 

honours·and offerings at the tomb of Pirs were all s~oarily 

denounced by this sect. 26 •.r.he Faraezis called for non-observance 

of the Friday prayers and the two great ids on the ground that 

India under British rule was dar-ul-harb (the country of the 

enemy). 27 

It has been opined that the Wahabi and Faraezi movements 

constitut~d a great patriotic force which aimed at the goal of 

complete independence from the British rule. It has been observed 

that these move~nts dre\¥ together the businessmen • · bourgeoisie 

and the toiling population of all communities. 28 Was not then 

such a development an anti-imperialist nationalist struggle? 

Looking at the actual course of the movement and basing our argu-

ments on the earlier discussion on nationalism our ans~...rer would be 

partially in the negative, - partially, because the .anti-irnperia-

list drive of the movement was obvious. The movements clearly 

exhibited specific subaltern features29: viz.,-horizoritaJ. mobili-

sation through heavy relianc.e on the traditionu~ organization of 

kigship and territoriality which were less legalistic and with 

more violent expression, and an ideological notion of resistance 

to elite domination arising out of tbe experience of exploitation 

and labour. Certainly these movements were anti-imperialist or 

. l .al d h. 30 d. t . t:.• _,. ant~-co on~ an not J.ng more. _ ~ve J.scoun l.ts na· J.Ona-~.J.st 

claims at least. on three counts. First. there is little evidence 

that a section of the native elite cooperated with the revolutiona-
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ries" Occasional association of the' Sannyasis wi•ch 'chese mownnents 

had no inkling of actual vertical mass mobilisation by them. The 

sannyasis became disorganised as a class at the beginning of the 

ninP.teent:h century and gradually settled dot-m to small tradin9 

activities and. cultivation in the isolated pockets. 31 Thus when 

the sannyasis \o~ere associatr::d with these movements they no longer 

retained their erst..:vhile class character. The movements then did 

not lead to inter-class cooperation but remained quite subaltern. 

Secondly, these movements suffered from localism which was the 

direct outcome of thsir predominantly feudal character. The paten-

tiality of popular involvement was curbed by the e~tremely sporadic 

nature of these movements that prevented the~ from becoming a 

comprehensive struggle. Finally, these movements were effectively 

insulat.ed by the idiom of customs, manners and dresses which actod 

as the additional. factor that prevented its anti-colonial character 

from developing into a full-fledged struggle for national libera-

tion. 

The expression of militancy t..;as manifest more in the Santal 

!nsurrGction of 1855-57. 'rhe Insurrection toDk an intense form 

in places lske Rajmahal, f•iurshidabad. Birbhum a.nd Ranigan j. T11e 

movement in the beginning was not anti-British. It. was chiefly 

directed against the rnahajans and traders. nut gradually the nature 

of the movement changed as the insurgents began to attack the 

symbolic pillars of the Raj, the oppressive Naib suzat.,rals, the 
32 

oolice, and the courts • . . 



It is difficult to regard the Insurrection as a peasant 

uprising but its pro-peasantry bias can hardly be missed. A deep 

sympathy for the ryots of Bengal was a unique feature of the 

rnoveroent. Evidence of such an attitude can be found in the pages 

of a contemporary ne\vspaper sambad Bhasl'>.ar \¥hich quoted tv;o 

parwan~2 {letters of warrant) of the Santal insurgents. 33 The 

first letter was addressed to Mr. Grant, the proprietor of the 

Kuthi (factory) of Suzaranpur by Sibshah Bhagatsuba and it read 

as follows : 

11 This is to inform you that o.n receipt of this order you 

sh,all quit the fac~:ory along with all your belongings. Nono of 
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your px:otests or excuses will b(:;J heard. 'I'herefore, you are hereby 

informed that my soldiers shall arrive at your factory. and that 

no ryot shall suffer. Rather, they shall be rendered protection." 

'l'he second lett:er was addressed to the court of Bhagalpur and 

referred to the judges, magiira:tes, collGctors and such other caovern,.. 
ment servants. It read as follO'i,.tS : 

"By the order of shi.bshah Bhagat:suba. Ramjiolal has occuped 

the territory. so let me kno\v if the judges, the magistrates and 

the collectors ha.ve decided to join the war. If our soldiers launch 

the attack the ryots shall have to suffer, and even if the F.nglish 

soldiers com? on;, the ryots shall be troubled. Hence it is reason-

able that the English should fight against Kishoria Suba alone so 

that t.he ryots shall sustain no loss. Sem1 by post the message of 

this warrent to all the persons concerned £or \vhom it is written." 
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r.rhe object of this Insurrection was an exploitation-free 

independent state but its religic.o-communal G1spect Has its 

definite limitation. Sidhu and Kanu, the two brothers who led 

the insurrection mobilised the insurgents by referring to a 

Divine grace that had been allegedly bestowed on t.hern. They 

convinced the ignorant Santals about the presence of God in ·their 

house and his assurance.s of protection agains·t: the British milit.ary 

might. 34 The sense of community that made hori~~011ta.l mobilisation 

easier robbed this Insurrect:ion of th~ potentiality to become a 

mass struggle. The communc1l fanaticism b~ca.me predominant in the 

later stage, "the distinction of persons \·Jas lost, and the B~ngalee 

ryot who had done tht:1m (the santals} no ingtrry •. his defenceless 

wife and childrGn, the t.raveller and the begs:rar were sacrificed 

'th 1 b b • I t .Lh ' • h U 
35 'J'h 1 w~ equa ar ar:t.:cy o :... e~r 1n uman revenge. . us, popu ar 

support gradually waned and anti-colonial movement failed to 

develop into a struggle for national liberat.ion. 

This brief survey of the movements from the late eighteenth 

century t:o ·the middle of the nineteenth century is, we hope, 

suffici0nt to sustain our generalisation that all of them \tlere 

movements to end specific types of exploil:at:ion unc1er British rule. 

we may vieH them as reactions to the class div.id8c1 societies of 

their time. 'I'he patte,::n is clear enough. They all conceded povu~r 

to British colonialism but never did they concede it rank. The 

power conc<?ssion did not involve an identity crisis for them and 

the aspects of their internal solidarity were preserved w"Jd in 
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one sense strengthened. They could see themselves as a dominated 

community or, to put it in orans• term, "encys·ted society." The 

sense of comnunity was probably weak among the Sannyasis but that 

\vas compensated by a mature class outlook in them with \vhich thAy 

reacted against its rival class of British traders. All these 

movements reacted against the parasitical symbiosis, the symbolic 

pillars of an e}<..'Ploitative society --- money lenders, zamindars, 

business community, Britishers, police and the go-between dalals, 

as specific situations demanded of them. The primary target of 

attack was always determined by the more immediate and intimate 

experience. 

In so far as we place them against the objective setting 

the time gaps bettv-een them become insignificant and they appear as 

constituting a definite type, --- sporadic, violent, local, of 

liinited involvement and indeed spontaneous anti-colonial struggles. 

But thE"' fact:ors that gave them strength as anti-colonial struggles 

also acted as fetters to their development as nationalist struggles. 

In short, they were anti-colonial~struggles, but not nationalist. 

The ranl~ conceding part of native population or the partners in a 

symbiosis had then no political perception of nationhood. But the 

cultural manifestations among the power conceding part of native 

popula·tion were also inadequate. T'he vanguard of the former tradi

tion. at least for the time being, were all Hilling to nurture 

colonialism. The vanguard of the other tradition. power conceding 

as we have seen, were performing through horizontal mass mobilisa

tion, utilising as the case:n.nay be, sentiments of coiTh-non traits, 
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'community or religion. While .such hori-zontal .mobilisation increa:.. 
- -

sed so;Lidar.ity wit~in the power CO~Ceding part' of th~ native: S?Cie-

tyj .it also caused divi~io_ri ~n :the. context ot-larger· society. Thus 

th·e movemen,ts_ di~cussed .so far ·are_ a single handicraft model of 

. anti-colo~al_ism_ ~d- as such , _ .ar~ .b~st considered as precursors 

of national;i.sm. 
-t •. ,·. 

,_we have- already- notic~d" tw9 -l-evels of -interac~ion;. 
. -- . ' - - -

between Brit_ish colonial~sts :and -native po~uiation • It is not 

then inconsistent to go on,_ to inquire whenand how these two 
- - -

levels converged to produce qur · subsequen_t models of nationalism. 

Understandably enough, this- ·c-ould not come except in stages and -

our subsequent models are intended to exhibit this process~ 

N 0 T E S 

1. Nationalist movement in. Bengal carinot be understpod without 

taking into account the·struggle for supremacy among_the 

two dominant _high castes of ·Bra4mins and Kayasthas, al-

. th9\lgh other castes ).ike Vaidya also challenged the Brah-. 

mins. If the- Brahmins have ·produced R~_ohun,. Ramakrishna, 
. . 

Bankimc.handra and : Rabind~ana ~h ,; · t_he Kayasthas have- produced 
' ' 

Vivekananda, Aurobinda, rviadhusud·an Datta and· Jagadish Bos~~ 

c .. R .. Das was a Vafdya •.. Among. the ·topmost intellectuals 

Brajendranath Seal" was a.Tati(weave~), Meghnad Saha, a Vanik 
' -
and s.N. D~sgupta~ a Vaidya. While it is true that such a 

caste conflict co~si.derably weakened anti-colonial struggle 
- . 

by divert_ing attention from. the. colonial rule· this. was onlj, . . -

n~tural to expec;t during. a process of social. and political 

change in a traditional country. In ,Bengal: :i.t may be said 
. -· 

that a growing sense of nationalism evolved sid?. by s:i.d[J. 
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with a pluralisation of intellectual elites_in which the 

non-Brahmin intellectual elite had almost overwh~lmingly 

proved its superior scientific and literary competence 

vis-a-vis the Brahmin grogps. It is not surprising, that 

the _Brahmins had to take resort to strategies and Calcutta 

High Court in 1884 declared that the Sengalee Kayasthas 

were-~dras •. It is to be noted that one of the judges 

associated with t~e illogical decision was a Brahmin ----

Sri Gurudas Bandopaghyay • Later on the_ Calcutta j_udgement 

was overruled by the Patna and Allahbad High Cou:tt_s and 

the Kayasthas were declared to be Kshatriyas. Vide v. P. 

Varma, Modern Indian ·.Political Thought,, ( Agra: 9th edn.-

1987), P• 832;, MullatW , Hin.du Law {::~Bombay: 15th Edn. 1.982) t~P.7 ~ 

The extent of caste conflict in Bengal can be 

understood if we take into consideration the following facts. 

Among orthodox sections in Bengal there was a commotion 

after Swami Vivekananda's return from America particularly 

because there were numerous enthusiasts among the Hindus to 

give a warm hero's welcome to him. The orthodox objections 

to recognise the Swami as a true Hindu Sanyasi wane based 

on the following grounds: (a) he had crossed kalapani ( black 

waters of the seas); (b) he lived abroad among the mlech

chhas ( non-Bindu- people_ ) _whose ways of life anf beliefs 

oppose those of the H:indus; ( c~l he used to take food pre

pared by mlechchha§ as also by non-Brahmin Hindus; (d)he 

was a §udra ( Kayasthas in Bengal were supposed by the 

orthodox to be Sudras ) and hence had no right to becom~ 

a !281 or Sannyasi; (e)actually a Yogi is expected to aban-

don worldly life and take recluse in far away mountains and 
-L- ~]au..;.~~~ 
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of Bengal which published such criticisms include : Light 

of the East(ed. Satishchandra Mukhopadhyay), Dharmapracharak, 

·Anusandhan( Owned by Durgadas Lahiri ) ,J Dasi( ed. Mahesh 

Chandra Bhowmik), Prayas and above alL Bangabasi(ed~ Panch

kari Bandopadhyay). Some relevant .excerpts from each of these 

periodicals can be found in Sankari Prasad Basu, Viyekananda 

0 Samakalin Bharatbarsha, ( Calcutta:1385B8)~ Vol. III~ pp. 

127-139· 

A thanks-giving meeting_was arranged at the Town Hall 

on Septem·ber 5, 1894 in honour of the Swami. A few gentlemen 

led by Manomohan Mitra , Bhupendranath Basu ,, Charuchandra 

Basu etc. had approached Justice Sir Gurudas Bandopadhyay 

to preside over the meeting. Sir Gurudas declined as he had 

been informed by some.distinguished Mahamahopadhyaya pundits 

of ·doubts as to if a Sudra\·i~as entitled to be a Sannyasi. and 

if a SannyaSi could go to a mlechchha .country~ Later Sir 

Gurudas however did attend the meeting but did not speak 

there. Vide Sankari Prasad Basu , Viyekananda 0 Samaka1in 

Bharatbarsha~ op. cit., Vol. I .. ,, p .. 247.Earlier on March 4 

1894 Swamiji had spoken on •sarvavayaba Vedanta~ in the Star 

Theatre of Calcutta which was attended· among_ others by Sir 

Gurudas. In this lecture the-Swami lashingly criticised those 

Brahmins who had raised a hue and cry over the Varnashrama 

but had little knowledge of their own shastras on the subject. 

Sir Gurudas also spoke in the meeting but he had little to 

offer in response to Swamiji's criticisms. Vide Sankari,. 

op. cit.,.Vol. III •. ,;p •. 155 .. S~ariprasad Basu does not , 

however,tbink that the kind of adverse attitude noted above 

among Brahmins was confined among them only. He referred 
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to Bhupendfanath Datta's (a brother of Swamiji) view that 

some leading Kayastha gentlemen of Calcutta were up in a~ms 

against-the Swami on the ground that orthodox interpretation 

of the Hindu shastras was different from what Swamiji was 
<J 

offering. -Vide Ibid, pp.157•.59· SwamiC)forcefully expressed 

his views in Madras in the fol·lo:WlhiJg section of his speech: 
. ., 

- - y '" 
One word more: I read in,. the organ of the social 

reformers that I am: cul.edceOs\l_d:c~fl~nd · am challenged as to 
what right a Sudra has to -become a SannJJasin. To which I 
reply: I-.~~naee· my decent to one at whose feet every Brahmin 
lays flowers,when·he utters the words-----·---~ 
~ ~3'9111 T -e=n:r: -- -·- ---- and whose des~en.
dan.ts are the purest of Kshatriy.as .. If you believe in your 
mythologyCor your Pauranika scriptures let these so called 
reformers kn()W that my caste,, apart from other services in 
the-past, ruled half of India for centuries .. If my caste is 
left out of consideration,_ what will there be left.of the 

- '· 

present day civilisation of India .. In Bengal alone·, my blood 
has furnished them with their greatest philosopher. the 
greatest poet, the_ greatest historian,. the greatest archaeo
logist, the greatest religious preacher; my blood has fur
nished India with the greatest ·of her modern scientists: .. 
Th,ese detraqtors ought to have known a little of ou~ history, 
and to have studied our three castes, and learnt that the 
Brahmin. the Kshatriya, and the Vaishya have equal right to 
be Sannyasins, the traivarikas have equal right to the Vedas .. 

Vide The Complete Wor1ts of Viyekcmanda. (Calcutta: 

10th edn. 1970), Vol. III. p.211. 

~though the speech was delivered in Madras it was 

very much an extension of the controversy current in Bengal .. (] 

By'reformersO Vivekananda might have refered to· the Brahmos 

of Bengal who perhaps had floated the issue to antagonise 

the orthodox Brahmins of Madras against Vivekananda. The 



Brahmos instead of lauding the efforts of Swamiji oppo.sed him. 

Th.e mouthpiece of Brahmo Samaj, The Indian Messenge·r wrote in 

its January 31, 189'7 issue under the caption, 'Social Reformf 

in Madras•: 

The intended visit of 'livekananda in Madras on his way

back from ~ngland has brought to the front the question ~ how 
to give him a fitting reception; ....... Perhaps our Madras friends 
(Brahmins) are under the impression that Swami Vivekananda is 
a Brahm:ln. which lie is not .. His original name Sri r~arendranath 

. . 

:&atta· implies that he is a Sudra, and the fact of Brahmi~-·:~ 
dining with. him would certainly speak. much in favour of the 
moral courage of the former ..... There lies the main question; 
according to the-rules of Hinduism , how can Viyekananda 11 who 
is a Sudra assume the-role of Sannyasi, a religious teacher 
of the eeople. Perhaps nothing is impossible under the modern 
revived Hinduism. ( Emphasis ours)·-~~-~~~ ) 

This comment was .reproduced in Indian Social Re

former of Madras in the issue of Feb. ?, 189?. Swamiji was. 
,.,_ 

perhaps refering to these as •Reformers•. 
' . "' . 

1A• Irfan Habib, Potentia1ities of Capita1ist Vevelopment in the 

Economy of Mughal India, An Enquiry, cited in V. I. Pavlov 
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